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Introduction 
 

 
Roy Watters was born in Seattle, Washington in 1964 and spent his earlier years in 

Vancouver. Roy spent the early part of his coming out experience in Vancouver, 

Washington at a time when it was more isolated, before the Interstate 205 bridge was in 

existence.  His early outlet for expressing his gay identity was in the Portland bar scene 

in the 1970s.  He later attended Evergreen University, and moved to San Francisco.  It 

was during this time that the epidemic of AIDS took some of its worst toll, when 

education was just coming out but the drugs had not caught up to technology.  He 

devoted a significant amount of time to assisting sick and dying friends with their daily 

needs.  At that time, he said gays were, “literally dying in the streets.”  

 

After returning to Portland, Roy continued his work for a non-profit entity, enjoying 

professional success at the price of having to hide his identity.  There were no hard and 

fast rules that prohibited him from revealing his gay lifestyle, yet he felt it necessary to 

separate his work and private life.  Upon leaving his job, Roy swore to never work in any 

condition that required him to separate his work and real life. 

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/
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Roy took up studies at Portland State University (PSU), in Anthropology soon after 

leaving his work in non-profit.  Roy is currently a Masters candidate at PSU, and interns 

for Intel in Oregon.  He now lives with his partner, Tim, and his dog Steve in a house they 

own in north Portland.  When asked about his feelings on the current civil union 

legislation, he replied that he was excited.  He and Tim have registered as domestic 

partners, and can cover each other on company insurance policies.  Roy’s private life is 

now fully integrated into his academic and professional career, and he enjoys living in 

Portland where he feels free and safe to live in the manner he chooses.  Although having 

traveled the world, and enjoyed the hospitality of many places, Roy says there is no place 

that he’d rather live, than in the northwest. 
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Interview 
2007 May 22 

 
 

JM: Can you state your name for the record? 

 

WATTERS: My name is Roy Watters, and I should clarify that I am Roy Lee Watters, III 

because I have a dead grandfather by the same name and a living father by the same 

name.   

 

JM: Where were you born? 

 

WATTERS: I was born in Seattle, Washington.  I was born in 1964 and grew up in 

Seattle, we lived there until I believe about 1970 or 71.  It could have been 72 but I can’t 

remember.  I think it was 71.  Then we moved when my dad got transferred with Dunn 

and Bradstreet to Phoenix.  So, we moved to Phoenix and it was a big shock going from 

Seattle to Phoenix, and we moved out into Mesa, which is one of the adjoining 

communities.  It was just, we literally moved into a development where at the end of the 

street the cotton fields began.  We were part of that growth of Phoenix which is a huge 

city now.  We moved into a brand new tract home where every third or fourth house was 

identical, except they would just turn the plan upside down so that it would be oriented in 

the other direction.  So, there were like four house styles and they kept repeating each 

other but one would be upside down to the one three houses down.  That was the only 

differentiation.  None of the yards had…it was just dirt.  I remember moving there and just 

being horrified; going from the Pacific Northwest where everything is green to a place 

where everything is brown.  We went there just when school started at the end of the 

summer, so everything was brown, and the new development was all dirt, so I had to 

count the houses on my street to figure out which one was mine when I came home, like 

“how am I going to figure out which one of these is mine?”   
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JM: When did you move to Portland? 

 

WATTERS: We stayed there until 1976, then we came back to the Northwest.  My 

parents…my dad left his job with Dunn and Bradstreet and came back to find another job. 

And my parents were divorcing, that was the beginning of their divorce separation.  He 

came back to Vancouver because that’s where he grew up, in Washington, and my 

mother was from Seattle.  He stayed with his parents for a little while, and found a job in 

Portland, and then rented a house in east county Vancouver, which is about now where 

Cascade Park is out there, it’s where all the development is in Vancouver, just east of the 

205.  When we moved there in 76, the 205 freeway did not exist.  They had all the land, 

so the freeway zone was graded.  They had purchased all the land and it was all cleared, 

and they had put the grade in, but they had not built the bridge and they had actually not 

built the freeway.  There were overpasses…um, but the actual freeway did not exist yet.  

And Cascade Park existed at that point.  I mean you live out there, so you know a little bit 

about that area, maybe you know a lot about it, but it was really in the middle of nowhere.  

Cascade Park was a small development of I don’t know how many acres, but a few acres, 

you know, carved out of what was just woodlands and farmland out there, and all those 

roads, by the time Mill Plain got out there became just country roads at that time.  I think 

that was part of the city then, or an annex of the city, and it was very rural, where the 

suburbs and the rural come together.  We didn’t live in Cascade Park, we lived over by 

Evergreen High School, we lived in a little area called “Land Over Hills,” which was a 

much smaller development than Cascade Park.  You know it was literally a ten streets or 

fifteen streets by five streets development, all surrounded by forest and the open.  I 

guess that’s not fair to say, it wasn’t really farmland but pastureland stuff.  So, I continued 

in 1976 in a very suburban environment, it was a very isolated suburban environment.  It 

wasn’t like being in, you know, a true suburban suburb area like Beaverton, where it is 

just never-ending suburbs, it was in between. It was definitely suburban, track….well it 

wasn’t really a tract home, but it was a suburban development, but in a rural environment 
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on the edge of a small town that was a satellite to a larger city, but geographically very 

isolated.  It was very difficult to get from east county Vancouver to Portland because 

there was only one bridge, so you had to go all the way down to Interstate 5.  So, it was 

just the driving alone was 45 minutes to get into Portland.  But then, with one bridge 

there was a lot of traffic.  So, if you did anything around rush hour it was much worse than 

it is today. 

 

JM: I can’t imagine. 

 

WATTERS: Everybody was still using the 5.  There was still a lot people commuting, not 

as much as today, but if something went wrong there was no alternate route.  There was 

only one way across the river.  Anyway, that left us culturally and socially very isolated 

out there in east county Vancouver.  That is a significant part of my…the context is a 

significant part of my coming out…um, because that was then the period in which I came 

out. 

 

JM: That must have been difficult, being in a sort of rural environment.  I would 

imagine there wasn’t a very big queer community around for support. 

 

WATTERS: There was zero.  There was not one gay person that was known to me in 

the entirety of Vancouver. 

 

JM: How did that make you feel? 

 

WATTERS: It was very uncomfortable.  You know, because then in 1976 when we 

moved back I was…the bridge went in a few years later…um...so I think by…I’m not sure 

really when the bridge opened, but it spurred growth out there.  Not anything like you 

see today, but there was more growth.  It was easier to get across the river, but that 

didn’t happen until in the eighties when the bridge went in.  But it was hard because I 
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had a gay…I mean I always had a gay orientation in my mind.  But I never…it was not like 

some people have the experience like, “Ah, I think I might be a homosexual.”  You know, 

I never had that, like “epiphany” kind of thing.  I always knew that about myself.  So, then 

you know when you’re a kid it doesn’t….when you’re not sexual, at least hormonally 

sexual, people don’t really have sexual identities it doesn’t really matter.  And my 

experience was it always seemed like, you know, half the neighborhood was always 

getting naked and running around and being inappropriate kids.  That’s how kids just are. 

 

JM: Right (laughter). 

 

WATTERS: It wasn’t really about sex, it was just about, you know, whatever weird thing 

that kids were like.  It didn’t really mean anything at that point because it wasn’t really 

sexually motivated.  But then as adolescence kicks in, which was at that time that I 

moved…we moved back to Phoenix and I was in this area where I didn’t know anybody 

and we came in the middle of the school year which was difficult anyway.And then, you 

know, this blossoming hormonal experience, and then….so awakening sexual identity in 

this very isolated, crazy spot which was for me…which was being out there in Vancouver.  

So I need to say that I always…that was my experience.  I really only had a relationship 

with my parent…my parent’s house was like a boarding school.  I didn’t really consider 

that my home, that was where I boarded, particularly after my parents…from 1976 on 

when we moved back to the Northwest and my parents separated and ultimately 

divorced, because I grew up … I spent all my summers from 1972 or whenever we moved 

to Phoenix, up until I was 18 with my Grandmother in Seattle.  So every summer I would 

leave, basically when I needed to and I wouldn’t come back until school started at Labor 

Day I guess.  I was at my Grandma’s the whole time.  My whole life, basically, I did that.  

So I lived in two places, so then I applied my home more with my grandmother’s house.  

And then when we moved back up to the northwest in 76, then it was extended beyond 

just summers, cuz then I could go there for spring break and Christmas break and 

thanksgiving.  It really then…my parent’s house really became like a boarding experience. 
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JM: So who did you come out to first, when you decided to make that decision? 

 

WATTERS: So that was…I moved back when I was almost twelve to the northwest, and 

then I did not….I came out in December of 1981, and I was 17 and a half then.  I was a 

senior in high school, and I came out  I had sort of rough and tumble experience in my 

adolescence and had gotten very caught up in activities and ended up in an institution, 

not a ….not a….an institution where I was sent because of my drug use.  That was when I 

was seventeen.  So, like in that process of being in rehab I came out.  So I came out of 

that rehab context.  Then it was nice because then I had this buffer between…you know I 

wasn’t….I was in this support environment and I had these intermediaries to help facilitate 

this.  I said, you know I’m going to come out to family.  So I came out first to my father 

and my sister, because I was living with my father and my sister, and then my mother.  My 

mother did not live with us after the divorce.  So, I came out to my father and my sister in 

that context.  And then, uh, I also came out to my mother shortly thereafter, but the thing 

was that when I left rehab I had to go back to the Vancouver, Washington area and there 

was no chance to be “out” there.  It was not an option. 

 

JM: Right. 

 

WATTERS: It was under no circumstances could anybody be a queer.  It is very, very 

different now. So the only gay people that we knew of kind of in the popular media 

were…I think that… I’m pretty sure that the only one was Billy Crystal who was a character 

on this late night program called Soap. 

 

JM:  Right, I remember that. 
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WATTERS: And it was very kind of, you know, controversial and the show came on at 

eleven o’clock at night and there were a lot of things that were pushing the boundaries 

of what you could talk about on television. 

 

JM: I remember that. 

 

WATTERS: And he was like the first, kind of, gay character that was not you know like 

those that occur in other things like murderers and all those stereotypes.  In the 

media...in being stuck out there that was the only…it wasn’t like being in the city where 

you would get exposed to so many different groups of people, this was this weird 

country/suburban environment that was not part of the variety of people you 

encountered.  So, I had to go back and be…even though I came out to my family I had to 

be in the closet in Vancouver.  Now the only thing…my only hidden grace was that I was 

seventeen and I had a car so then I could, you know, begin to venture out and meet 

other people but it was all in Portland.  I did establish a community of friends.  It was 

really great because like the process of being in rehab got me out of being oriented 

towards Vancouver because I was very caught up, you know…it was the late seventies 

and I had this really amazing experience in the late seventies which was sort of drugs, 

sex, and rock and roll… 

 

JM: Yup! 

 

WATTERS: And I’m telling you that I was fully participating in the drugs, sex, and rock 

and roll. [JM laughs] Not much sex, but the drugs and rock and roll for sure!  So after 

rehab I really took it as an opportunity to kind of break from that whole thing, which had 

been really great but obviously I ended up in rehab so it had eventually not gone so well. 

 

So, then I viewed that as an opportunity to find a new orientation.  I knew it was 

also an opportunity to come out.  At that point I began to…well very abruptly I switched 
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my social environment out of Vancouver into the Portland area with other young people 

who were queer and that, and much of that then became oriented around the city night 

clubs.  Which when I first came out, the City nightclub did not exist yet, but the same 

people were running a place called Mildred’s Palace. 

 

 

I think that was the name of it, which was on Burnside at I think… 4th and Burnside.  

It was very funny, at first when I went there it was an underage place you could go to, but 

there was…um, the dance floor was in the underage part of it.  There was a dividing thing, 

like maybe, I can’t remember if it was a window or one way mirror, and the other part was 

a bar, so that…I did not go back there because it was uncomfortable…it felt like there was 

all these trollie old people. [JM laughs] Because there was kind of a one way mirror 

where all of the kids were. 

 

JM: I can see how that would make you uncomfortable. 

 

WATTERS: I’m not sure that’s exactly how it was set up but it was something similar to 

that with an adult area with another area you could go to as an underage person, and it 

was not comfortable.  So I did not go there but just a few times.  But then shortly 

thereafter within a year or so, The City Nightclub opened up, it was the same people 

moved up to 13th into…I think it was the Danmore Building that they have now torn 

down…a church has made it into a big park on 13th which is a couple blocks from Stark 

and Washington or something like that.  So there was The City Nightclub…and this was in 

the early eighties, and just the…it was drugs, sex, and not rock and roll anymore, it was all 

of the great dance music of the early eighties. 

 

You know, it was….like the Jackson’s, Madonna, you know…it was an exciting 

period in music right then.  Very creative influences and diversity, so that became kind of 

the orientation of my, uh, gay experience…was The City Nightclub.  We all went to The 
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City Nightclub at least Friday and Saturday night and there were…it was…this was a 

purely underage place, there was no alcohol, but lots of drugs which I did not partake 

in…and, uh, just lots of, you know, uh…just the whole bar scene for underage people and 

it was a lot of fun.  It was also a very…even though there were lots of drugs and that kind 

of stuff it was a very safe environment.  It was nice to bring together different kinds of 

kids, from suburban kids to kids caught up into the drug scene, and kids caught into 

prostitution…we all came together and it was a good experience.  That was very, very 

important in my early gay life was to have that…that…it was also nice because it was a 

definite local place outside of Vancouver.  There were also important places on the 

landscape where it was young and open and gay. 

 

JM: During that time, it was kind of an activist period for queers in general, starting to 

come together.  I guess that would be after Stonewall, do you remember being in any 

activist rallies, did you take it to that level? 

 

WATTERS: I am not aware of any activist stuff occurring at that time.  I was not 

cognizant of that happening anywhere in the country.  You know I was seventeen, 

eighteen kind of thing at that point and I don’t know….no there was none of that, zero in 

the circles that I ran in.  It was all … you know there was…there were definitely places we 

could go.  There was the Metro on Broadway which was downtown on Broadway…I 

guess it’s on…I think the block where Columbia Sportswear is now…kitty corner from the 

Hilton on Broadway and right in those blocks.  That was one of these places with all 

these little businesses, it was like a food court, but a stand alone kind of thing, and there 

were lots of tables, so that was a convening spot.  So there was City Nightclub for the 

Friday and Saturday night thing, but during daylight hours there were these other places 

we could converge.  There was Northwest 23rd Avenue, which was…long before it 

became…it was still sort of that Bohemian character to it and that’s where all the gays 

lived…at least all the gay boys.  There has always been a long tradition of the Lesbian 

population being centered on the east side.  But that was definitely where all the gay 
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boys lived.  It was fun because it was kind of like a gay neighborhood.  It was kind of like 

Capitol Hill.  That was as close as we came to having a gay neighborhood in Portland. 

 

JM: Right. 

 

WATTERS: But after it got gentrified, then we’ve never reorganized into any area.  But 

no, no activist stuff.  But the thing that was on the radar…and this was on the radar just 

before I came out…we first heard about this gay cancer on the news in New York. 

 

JM: Oh yeah. 

 

WATTERS: And then, about the time that I came out, um… there was…it got named as 

AIDS.  And so, uh, it was right when that campaign…when they finally figured out what 

was going on in those first couple of years there was a lot of emphasis on safe sex.  That 

education program just started right then.  So, I’m so grateful that my timing was such, 

and my geographical location was such, and then because I was sexually active with 

young people, that I did not end up acquiring the HIV or AIDS.  Because at that time if 

you got HIV/AIDS you were dead. 

 

JM: Right. 

 

WATTERS: You just died so fast.  So that was kind of the whole thing that was on the 

radar.  There wasn’t anything other at all that I was aware of.  So that was my story from 

eighty-two through eighty-four, then in September of eighty-four I went off to college.  I 

graduated in June of eighty-two, then I went to community college for a couple of years 

in Vancouver, then in September of eighty-four I went off to college at the Evergreen 

College in Olympia. 

 

JM: Okay. 
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WATTERS: And lived in the dorms and that was…Olympia was a small town then and 

several miles out of town, carved into the forest, and it was a hippie college and it was 

perfectly acceptable to be gay there…although there were not a lot of gays.  There were, 

you know, gays but it was a small campus to begin with and not very many gays.  But 

then in those years that I was there, then I became more aware of…there was no bar 

scene or anything in Olympia, or any kind of social space for queers.  So, the only place 

to really come together without leaving town, with other queers, was through the campus 

queer organization, which I can’t remember what it was called at the time.  By becoming 

involved with that I started to be more aware of not only the AIDS thing that was in full 

swing…that really dominated the eighties anyway…but, uh, then I began to start to hear 

about more queer activist kinds of things.  And that was the period which Queer Nation 

and some of these organizations began to be formed and become present…and the 

Sister’s of Perpetual Indulgence and that…it was all kind of things that began in the 

eighties…that were very much in response to, at least initially, to this big emphasis on 

what’s going on, why are all of our people dying?  But then the activist thing began, the 

activist part of the experience that I’m aware of, that I was ever exposed to was later in 

the eighties as a result of the coming together and tension in the queer community, 

which wasn’t the “queer” community at that time but the gay and lesbian community. 

 

JM: Do you remember, maybe, one event that was the most memorable or that sticks 

with you from that phase of your life. 

 

WATTERS: Uh (long pause), there was no…I don’t have any recollection of any kinds of 

being involved in or attending any kinds of activist kinds of events. That was because 

when I came out, basically when I started to coming around the queer community in 

eighty-two, I was around young people and then in the next couple of years the queer 

community really became focused on AIDS and AIDS awareness, and education, and that 

dominated the consciousness of the gay community.  Then I went to Evergreen in 84 and 
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was there till 88, although I did not spend…I was there for the first couple of years, and 

the last couple of years I was there I was out of the country…um, although I did have a 

stint where I was in Portland for a few months in ‘87.  But no, I don’t really remember 

being involved in any kind of activists or political things at that point.  I mean I started 

becoming aware of those things, and learning about them, and having a 

different...um...view of things because I went to Evergreen.  I became politically 

conscious, but in this part of Washington there was no activist stuff period.  I don’t even 

really have the sense there was anything like that happening in Portland at that time.  But 

I wasn’t really around Portland either except for that few months when I was here.  But I 

don’t have any recollection…all that in my mind is dominated by AIDS awareness, AIDS 

education, getting the word out about AIDS, um…all through the eighties until the very 

end the eighties.  I graduated then in ‘88, but I was still traveling a lot, I would work for 

several months at a time and I would travel several months at a time out of the country. 

 

JM: Where did you go? 

 

WATTERS: I traveled a lot in Europe and a lot in Mexico…primarily. 

 

JM: So, in your travels did you…were you able to identify as queer and find 

communities, or did you have to keep that part of yourself “under wraps?” 

 

WATTERS: Well, I’ve always had the ability to “pass,” although people tell me that I 

don’t pass anymore. [JM laughs] I think that’s actually a good thing because that means 

that I don’t need to pass anymore. No I don’t think that people ever….I could go places 

and people would never necessarily associate me with…I never had effeminate 

mannerisms.  You know I kind of came out of that drugs, sex, and rock and roll thing of 

the 1970s which I was really a part of, and you know active in, and I had rough edges.  

So, you know I was never afraid because if anyone was going to fuck with me I was 

going to take them down. 
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You know, I was not…so anyway I have a kind of different experience with that.  I 

did not have outward mannerisms that would put me in jeopardy and I wasn’t afraid.  So, I 

never really had the experience of being discriminated against or um…feeling vulnerable, 

you know, physically, or socially.  So, when I traveled…then I did not…I didn’t really have a 

gay identity.  I want to specify that “queer” identity did not exist.  But I did not really have 

a gay identity.  I remember that when I was at Evergreen that um it was a really good 

experience, and there was one thing that I participated in called fag wrap.  I went on 

Tuesday nights or something, there was a group that participated on campus for a year 

or two when I was there where we would get together and talk about things, it was just 

men, and it was called “fag wrap.”  Evergreen was very P.C. oriented long before PC was 

anything anyone was really conscious of in the mainstream, and I found a lot of that stuff 

just ridiculous. 

 

I mean, it was, you know, in my opinion it was as absurd as the ideological and 

historical and world view that the Bush administration has today.  It’s just not sensible. 

You know, you can believe in things but they gotta make sense, you know.  I mean they 

can’t be contrary to everything around you, or just is absurd.  I found that these, very kind 

of, PC…into gays and being at Evergreen, and being politically forward or something…I 

just did not agree with a lot of their views on things.  I didn’t really have a gay identity, I 

had my own identity and I was not at all ashamed of being a homosexual, and I didn’t 

hide that, particularly at Evergreen there was no reason to hide it.  But I remember that 

one of the…so I would get into kind of arguments with these people about these things.  I 

was always like “dissenting Roy,” it seems ridiculous to me. Or like “I have a problem with 

this,” whatever crap we were talking about.  So I remember one time I was gone and the 

word came back to me with “Roy, guess what the topic was at fag wrap this week,” and I 

said, “What?”  They said, “It was you!”  And I said, “Well, that’s interesting.”  And the 

group, or not the group, but people were upset because I was not “on board” with 

whatever the stuff was, and I can’t remember what it all was.  Apparently the thing that a 
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couple of my friends… that the most memorable comment was that a couple of them had 

decided that I was not gay. [JM laughs] That what I was, was a man who liked to fuck 

other men. 

 

JM: Oh, okay so they’re making distinctions between the two as different? 

 

WATTERS: Yeah, because I was not “towing the party line.”  But I think that that’s 

revealing in the sense that I did not have a gay identity.  I mean I was perfectly open, but 

I was my own person with my own view and experiences.  And that when I came out that 

I participated in this gay culture, but I was not indoctrinated.  I think that’s probably still 

true about me today, I’m my own person, you know I don’t…I have…I’m a democrat but 

I’m not some kind of crazy liberal…okay I’m a crazy liberal but not in all the normal ways.  

I’m gay but I don’t live in a gay ghetto…I may have a gay dog (laughter). 

 

JM: (Laughter)…named Steve. 

 

WATTERS: So I did not have a gay identity, so when I traveled it wasn’t obvious that I 

was homosexual.  You know, wherever … I mean that was a period of a lot of promiscuity 

for me, which was a normal thing about being a young person, particular a young gay 

person.  You know, I would find my way into gay circles when I was around the world and 

Europe.  So no, I don’t have any experiences of really any of that.  Now that changed in 

…after I graduated by … I moved back to Portland briefly and was here for about a year 

and I eventually ended up in Seattle from ‘89 until ‘91, coming and going and traveling.  

Seriously, I’d only work for half the time and be gone for half the time.  So then in Seattle 

there was a gay community although I wasn’t a part of it.  I lived on Capitol Hill for a while.  

But I was kind of in a working mode, and then I was always getting ready to leave on my 

next trip.  Then in ‘91 I moved to San Francisco.  Then when I moved to San Francisco in 

‘91 I stopped…I interrupted that period that had existed for several years of traveling and 

either studying or working for part of the year that had gone on since... Actually it had 
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started in December of ‘85 when I first went to Mexico for Christmas break, I then, uh, 

began this thing of traveling that went up until 1991 until the middle of …until like April of 

‘91.  So there was this long period where I was just traveling all the time, for years and 

years and years.  And then I landed in San Francisco, and I stayed stuck in San Francisco 

for three years.  Um, and I lived, um at ‘69 ??? St. and that was half a block off of Market 

St. at the bottom of Haight where it comes down and goes into Market…Octavian Laguna 

on the side where I was and across the street was Guerrero which went to the Mission 

District.  You know, which was at the bottom of the whole Castro environment.  I mean, 

the… it was at the very bottom of that whole upper market thing, which was the heart of 

the whole gay community in San Francisco.  So then I was there in ‘91.  Then, at that 

point, I was in the thick of the environment and it was very politically charged.  You know, 

Queer Nation, there was all kinds.  I mean not only was I living in San Francisco, I was 

living half a block off of Market Street where regularly there were, you know, tens of 

thousands of people marching up and down market for things for gay rights, and 

protesting.  There were gay causes, or commemorating aids things or you know, the 

Halloween, or the annual gay parade…I mean I was living in the heart of that, all that stuff 

was at my back door.  Then I was participatory in many of those kinds of events.  A lot of 

them…I mean it was really happening all the time so in some ways you become kind of 

numb to it. 

 

JM: Right. 

 

WATTERS: You’d see that there were like twenty thousand people doing a candle light 

march, and you almost became numb to it because it was so frequent in the early 

nineties in San Francisco.  There was also a time when the gay community was 

beginning to shift away from being focused.  My experience was that most of the 80s 

was just about care of people with AIDS, and I remember, you know, when I would visit 

my Aunt who was a Lesbian in L.A., you know, we would take shifts that she would be 

taking care of people who were dying of AIDS.  I would do that with her or take shifts and 
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stay for extended periods down there.  So, the 80s were really dominated by AIDS, the 

impact of AIDS, focus on education, caring for people who were dying.  Then the 

beginning of the 90s it became much more activist oriented, as then most people had 

died and people began to understand so the infection rates were dropping.  Then there 

were the beginnings of some sort of treatment that was useful at that time, so that the 

energy of the gay community was beginning to look more activist.  That was the period 

when “queer” came to exist, I mean there was no such thing as queer in the 80s, that 

was a slur kind of thing. 

 

JM: You hadn’t taken it back yet. 

 

WATTERS: Right, we hadn’t taken the word “queer” back, I mean my understanding of 

it was that Queer Nation was the group that had…like we’re gonna be in your face about 

this, you know.  I mean it’s one thing that people thought we were a group of sick and 

dying people and perverts, and Queer Nation came and said we’re more than that, and 

we’re gonna be in your face about it, and we’re gonna use this word as our own and 

throw it back at you.  But myself, I always identified myself as a fag.  Now all this time 

later, queer is popular.  I don’t wanna be “gay” and then have all this kind of weird stuff 

that people have associated with “gay.”  Whatever it all is I don’t want all this baggage.  

When you reference yourself as a fag, people would be startled and so when that came 

up …I had that kind of identity.  Anyway that was very similar with what began with Queer 

Nation.  So anyway, I was living in the heart of it and there was all this going on, and I 

participated in a lot of that stuff.  I remember that I went to protests and certain kinds of 

things, and you know I protested the governor about certain legislation.  I remember 

going to those things and being confronted by the police.  You know, it was turbulent 

times in that I did participate in some of that, and a lot of social activities in that sort of 

environment.  You know…even…it’s a more social kind of thing, it’s such a presence with 

thousands or tens of thousands of people together…there was always some kind of 

political connotation in what you were up to, you’re not invisible. 
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JM: So, there was a little bit of police action at some events. 

 

WATTERS: Yeah, like I remember one time, specifically in ‘91 or…that I went … I think 

the governor was speaking or visiting Stanford University, down the peninsula.  I don’t 

remember what the legislation was that was happening that was in the eye at that point, 

but that many people turned out at Stanford.  The queers turned out to protest him, he 

was speaking, and uh…you know…it was very…you were up against kind of the riot 

police.  I remember really pretty hostile kinds of encounters with them.  That particular 

event stands out in my mind.  Anything that happened in the city of San Francisco the 

police would never get into confrontation with the queers because the city was so queer 

oriented.  That was probably one of the most powerful groups in the city, if you fucked 

with the queer community you were in trouble cuz you’d have a million people at your 

doorstep the next day. 

 

JM: What a contrast to your life in Vancouver as a kid? 

 

WATTERS: Right, and even to Portland and Olympia…all of a sudden I was living in “the 

castro” basically. 

 

JM: Did you work for a period in insurance? 

 

WATTERS: When I left Evergreen, I studied cultural studies, and then I did some sort of 

public management kinds of studies here and there.  I did an internship with the refugee 

center of Thurston county, because I wanted to…um…work, if I was gonna have to work, I 

thought I would work for non-profit organizations, and I wanted skills in non-profit 

management.  When I left…right after I graduated, I took a trip somewhere.  Actually, I’d 

been on a trip for several months, came back, graduated, and got a job at Portland State 

University working for Portland Services, an entity that is now different, it was a non-profit 
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organization set up to manage the housing for students.  I worked for them for several 

months in some flunky job in their office.  I did that for a few months, and it was not a 

good job.  It was low paying, and there was weird racist thing going on that I was really 

uncomfortable with.  At that point there was a big population of students who were 

coming from the Middle East.  I was working the office there and interact with these 

people all the time, well all the students were in student housing, and for some reason 

there was this very confrontational exchange that happened between the, many of the 

Middle Eastern students, and us that worked for housing.  We were like solving their 

problems, assigning housing, collecting rents and all those transactional kinds of things, 

and there always seem to be some kind of conflict.  It was just this particular population 

was very vocal, and I think there were some…I mean it was obviously cultural differences.  

It just became very racially charged, and I was working for this guy that use to reference 

to these people as “sand niggers” and stuff like that.  Then I would be like, “this is 

completely unacceptable.”  I mean the whole thing was upsetting to me, with this crazy 

racist manager, and this was the person I reported to.  Then, having to go over his head 

to report him…this was a difficult situation with a lot of cultural conflict.  I mean, I wasn’t 

willing to be in this environment with racist things said.  I don’t want to be part of where 

people are being…sending racist things back.  It was kind of a bad experience in my first 

official job.  

 

I still had that thing about moving, so I traveled for several months, and when I 

came back I ended up going up to Seattle.  I told some friends that I was temping for 

some group health cooperative doing some bullshit temp work, but they were gonna pay 

us like $10.00 hour, and this was in ‘89, and it sounded like we could work a lot.  So, I 

went to Seattle, and crashed on my friends floor and we did this temp work for several 

months, then I ended up getting hired by them, and we were working for the insurance 

part of the group health cooperative.  It was like a hospital, or HMO.  So, that did…also I 

got this job experience in this medical insurance environment.  I worked for them 

probably a year or so, then traveling, then coming back to work for them again for 
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another period.  Then when I moved to San Francisco, I was like well…now I have a few 

years in this industry, and I ended up working for another insurance company that was 

associated with Children’s Hospital of San Francisco, it was the same kind of insurance 

thing.  I worked for them for three years in San Francisco, and ended up in that industry 

accidentally.  I kept in my mind thinking, “this is just a temporary thing.”  But then I was 

starting to earn a real salary, because I had experience.  Then it was also non-profit, 

group health was not for profit, so I still in my mind was working in a non-profit thing.  I 

left San Francisco in 94, and then took a year off where I traveled.  That was the last time 

that I did that, so I didn’t work for almost a whole year.  I think I left there in May of 94, 

then I traveled for most of that year, in Europe and Mexico.  I came back to Portland and 

hung out for a few months, but I had to get a job.  I went to a temp agency and told them 

to find me a temp job, but don’t send me to the insurance industry.  Well, sure enough 

they came back with offers from the insurance companies.  I said no, but they kept 

offering me more money.  So, I finally said okay and went and took a temp job, which 

then turned out to be in the insurance industry, but working for another non-profit 

organization, the Oregon Education Association, who had a spin off kind of thing doing 

health insurance work, which is the labor union.  Then I worked as a temp, and they gave 

me a real job, and I stayed there from like the spring of 95 until I took a voluntary lay off 

in February of 2003.  I worked there doing insurance work for the Oregon Education 

Association.  When I left there I was a systems analyst so I was doing computer work for 

them.  I’ve done a lot of different things but it was always for non-profit, this whole career 

that started in ‘89 and ended in 2003. 

 

JM: So, did you….is that when you went back to school for your Masters? 

 

WATTERS: Yeah, the organization was shrinking and I was able to take a voluntary lay 

off, and between what they paid me out, a little package, so they did it so that I would 

qualify for unemployment…I had my same money for a year.  I also had a bunch of money 

in a 401k for having worked there for a long time.  That was when I decided that I would 
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go back….check out Anthropology.  I did a year of post-bac from summer of 2003 to fall 

of 2004, and I’ve been a graduate student in Anthropology for the last two and a half 

years or three years. 

 

JM: So, professionally and academically, have you found any negative...or perhaps 

positive feedback from identifying as gay. 

 

WATTERS: So, this is the thing, that I had the experience the entire time that I was in 

the industry that I was in the closet.  The entire time.  That doesn’t mean that people 

didn’t know or figure it out, but I never discussed it.  The people in San Francisco, I never 

told anybody…although in a city of homosexuals it was a non-issue to begin with. 

 

JM: Did you live with a partner at that time that you had to hide? 

 

WATTERS: Well, I didn’t have to hide anything since my work life was completely 

separate from my private life.  Most of the time…there was a period where I lived in a two 

bedroom apartment with a guy I was renting a room from.  Then I lived on my own.  Then 

I ended up living in this queer household, it was right in the heart of the castro.  There 

were a lot of us living in this household together.  There were, one…two…three…four…five 

of us living in this big flat in San Francisco, plus partner.  I mean, we all were dating 

somebody, so it was a lot of people living in this kind of queer, kind of hippie household, 

big flat.  Um, work was completely separate so I never had to deal with that.  It wasn’t 

really part of the work place.  It was professional, and completely separate from my life…it 

never crossed and I never brought it up.  It was never questioned, although I’m sure they 

could have put it together.  Then when I moved back to Portland, I never told anybody 

there, and they never asked.  So, it was another one of those things, “don’t ask – don’t 

tell.”  But I…it was another experience where I had no…I only worked there for work.  It 

wasn’t like in some environments where you make friends in the workplace.  It was never 

like that, I didn’t have anything in common with the people I worked with, I went there for 
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work and I left and didn’t think about it until I had to go back there again.  There was no 

cross pollination between my work life and real life. 

 

JM: So you found that academia is a little more open in that sense? 

 

WATTERS: Well, you know, when I …. I didn’t want OEA to know anything about my life 

and got hired.  Then at some point I realized I hated that I had this thing where I was an 

open gay man, but it was never, ever discussed or brought up in any of the casual 

conversations I had with people.  I mean I worked there for years.  I didn’t really like the 

people.  When I left there, I said, “I am never doing this again, I will never work in an 

environment where I am not openly out as a gay person.”  I felt like I got tricked into it 

somehow.  I mean, that was a long time to work for a place and not be honest about my 

life.  Although, I didn’t really want them to know about my life because I was never…I 

never had any affinity for those people.  But, going back to the first…my partner yeah.  So, 

right after I was in San Francisco, I met a guy…Jesus Rosas Hernandez, and we were 

together from 1991, had a little separation when I left but reconciled, then he moved  up 

here and we were together from Cinco de Mayo of 1991 until December of 1999.  So, 

then all that time in San Francisco, and then half the time in Portland that I was working 

for OEA, I lived with my partner…a long term partner.  Then I met my partner Tim in 

December of 2000, so a year later.  Then I was with him up until OEA, so yeah I had 

partners during all that time.  Then when I went into academics, I went in as a 

student…there was no reason…I wasn’t really closeted in any area of my life.  Even at 

work I didn’t feel closeted, I didn’t want those people to know anything about my life, not 

only that I was queer, I didn’t share about my life very much with them.  Um, so that I was 

just really clear that it was too weird to have this divided world with a work life where no-

one knows anything about me, and I swore I would never do that.  Then I began as a 

student, although I ended up working for the university subsequently, I went in there as 

an open gay man, just as I am in every other area of my life.  Then I began working as a 

teaching assistant, and adjunct faculty now, and I’m doing an internship with Intel now, in 
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all those environments now I make a point to reference what’s going on in my life, and 

my boyfriend and stuff.  I’m not where I can’t reference that I have a boyfriend. 

 

JM: Does it make you feel healthier to be able to be more intimate with people? 

 

WATTERS: Yeah, I think that I made a wrong turn in…for me and my person in regards 

to how I’ve managed my work life all those years in that I only used the job initially to 

fund trips.  Then, when I came back to Oregon I kind of continued that…taking a month 

off at a time.  I could still take long trips while I was working there, so I used that as a 

mechanism for traveling, not as fulfillment in my job.  So, now I’m never having my work 

life disconnected from my work life, it’s not going to only be a way I can take a trip or pay 

my bills.  It needs to be integrated into the rest of my life.  Now I’m getting close to 

finishing my Masters degree in Anthropology, and deciding what’s next for me.  You 

know, I’m seriously considering an academic career and I’m not sure about that, just 

because I’m also committed to staying in the northwest long term. 

 

JM: Right 

 

WATTERS: That would be very difficult to have an academic career in the northwest, 

everyone wants a career in the northwest.  So, I mean it’s like…I mean I can get into a 

grad program, and I can…well, I’ve already been told that there’s no problem, you can get 

into a grad program.  So, but, then what would be the end result of that.  So now I’m 

widening from a purely academic field to looking at Anthropology in industry, which is 

one reason why I got this internship at Intel, and I’m also looking at libertarian interest in 

government service.  You know there are some things that maybe that would be more of 

an interest to me, um…because I want there to be some real outcome to my work.  And 

one of the things that…it’s easiest to not have real outcomes in your work. 
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The easiest thing to do is to become an expert in some area, beyond the teaching 

and making a difference with that, but like publishing journals, and writing books, 

although I think that all has value.  It’s hard to have an applied aspect to academic 

Anthropology, because it has its traditions almost like literary or research traditions in 

socio-cultural Anthropology. I mean it’s different in Archaeology. 

 

I mean, you get to do applied work in Archaeology.  But, I love that kind of stuff 

but it’s missing an important element for me.  First, it’s missing opportunities to stay in the 

northwest.  But, it’s missing this element of really contributing to the community.  Yes, I 

find a lot of value in contributing to intellectual developments and kids, to research and 

all that other kind of stuff.  But, I’m just thinking of doing something more where I make a 

difference in the community, or that I’m more interactive in the community.  I feel like I 

had this job where I operated in a bubble, it was never connected to anything…to 

producing anything.  I didn’t work for a company that made anything.  It was just a service 

industry.  I never integrated that into my real life and never integrated it into the things 

that I find of value.  Although, a lot of those things are in the academic environment.  

Intellectual stimulation, I love reading and thinking, even though I don’t like writing I do it 

well.  I’m always happy with the product when I get done…and it’s great to interact with 

people in that way…it’s all valuable.  But I still feel like I missing a little piece, that I need 

to be involved in the community.  There’s like there’s this ivory bubble. 

 

JM: Well after all you’ve built a life here. 

 

WATTERS: We don’t have to be in Portland, Oregon, but we are pretty committed that 

we want to be…I mean it would need to be probably from between Redding, California 

and Vancouver, B.C.  I mean, we want to be in the northwest.  We like the politics, the 

environment, the quality of life, and I’ve traveled all over the world.  I would consider 

living some places overseas, but I’m not really motivated to do that.  But there’s nowhere 

else in the country I want to live.  So even though I could get a PhD, and get a job 
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somewhere, you know, the reality is to get a job in the northwest is very, very difficult.  At 

least in Anthropology.  Maybe I could do some broader things, and I haven’t abandoned 

that…I’m exploring other things.  But the industry thing is a good experience, they pay a 

lot of money.  I mean it’s not a bad pay job for an Anthropologist.  I mean, I’m making 

bank as an intern…more than…I’m probably making more as an intern than the faculty. 

 

JM: Do they cover you insurance wise in your internship? 

 

WATTERS: Yeah. 

 

JM: Do they cover your partner as well. 

 

WATTERS: Yeah.  I am a regular employee.  There are only a couple of benefits I don’t 

get.  This particular internship is three months, but you can put them back to back, and 

different departments do it different ways.  The internship that I got hired for the social 

sciences, the particular group I’m working with as an Anthropologist, set theirs as an 

ongoing inter position based on a three month competitive internship.  They put out a 

call that they want a particular kind of research, you have three months to do their 

project, which is a normal cycle for a project anyway.  So, what they’re doing is using this  

internship position to seed research that they don’t have regular funding for.  So, they 

can kind of build up a little body of research.  So, I’m researching this intersection of 

technology and spirituality, which is something they don’t have a lot of funding for, so this 

way they can start building a little body of work.  Um, but what’s really good about there 

is that I’m completely open with my sexuality.   

 

WATTERS: I think I need to take a little break and then I’ll answer whatever other 

questions you want to ask. 

 

JM: Okay, I think we’re right on schedule. 
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(Break…..) 

 

WATTERS: So, there are a couple things that I make sure that I wanna make sure that I 

communicate.  But, you know I’m 42 and I came out when I was 17, so I have been out 

almost my entire life.  So, and…I mean that really was the point when as a person, I 

became…you know…sexual person.  My entire period I’ve been out, so I haven’t had to 

have that awkward thing about puberty and early adolescence.  I mean, yes, there was 

stuff…it wasn’t…but as soon as I became a sexual person it coincided with my coming out.  

Which I don’t think is a common experience.  And for sure for the generations that went 

before me.  So I had that experience and it’s like an important part of my life.  And the 

other thing is that even though I had this area where I wasn’t out in my work life for … you 

know… that chunk of my life…I was out in every other area of my life.  You know, what I 

did between 9 and 5, Monday through Friday, I was not…it was just my job you know.  

Sexuality has nothing to do with that anyway.  I had that experience where, at least in 

San Francisco, and then when I was at OEA in Portland that…you know I went to work 

and I left.  And um…I made money and all that kind of stuff.  But I have been out, and then 

although…I have always resisted the mainstream gay, lesbian identity thing like that.  

Besides that early period when I was in the…um…the City Nightclub when I was 

underage.  When I was old enough to get into the bars, I never really liked that 

environment.  I don’t drink, so I wasn’t there getting drunk, and um….then because I 

spent so much time in Portland….then Olympia there was no…but in Portland it sucks.  It’s 

a gross bar scene.  It’s not the same kind of gay bar scene that they have in Seattle and 

San Francisco.  It’s far more interesting, you know.  Even though I lived on Capitol Hill for 

about a year, and in the heart of the gay community for three years, I wasn’t part of the 

bar scene.  And when I lived in Portland, we don’t have a gay ghetto here, so I never 

lived like that here.  The thing about Portland is….I think it is the gayest thing in America.  

I mean you can be gay anywhere within the city limits, it’s completely safe to be a gay 

person and live openly.  You don’t have to worry about violence, or even people saying 
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shitty things to you.  That is our general experience….the suburbs may be different, but in 

the city of Portland, you don’t have to … if you are gay here and have a gay identity, it 

doesn’t become “everything.”  That’s what I really love about Portland.  I mean I’m a local, 

an Oregonian, I’m just myself here.  You know I’m not ghettoized…I don’t even know 

people that relate to me that way.  And I just want to say that…my point I’m saying is 

that…although I had this very promiscuous thing in my late teens and into my twenties, 

you know…from 1991, when I was 26 or 27, something like that…I was in a long term 

relationship.  Since 1991, for…that was eight and a half years, I was in a relationship with 

Jesse Hernandez.  And then, the … since December of 2000 I then like now have been in 

a long term relationship with Tim.  So, that’s an unusual thing, I find, to have that 

experience.  Not a lot of people have long term…. 

 

JM: So, that brings up the fact that you two have been together for a really long time.  

Have you two thought of gay marriage?  Or do you feel that’s necessary? 

 

WATTERS:  Well, that’s interesting.  So, when I was with Jesse all those years, I knew 

his family, and he knew my family, and I was out with my family.  So, we would do family 

things with each of our families.  But, when we were with my family, we were a couple, 

but with his family…we were never a couple.  He’s Mexican-American, he’s first 

generation, his parents…his mother is an immigrant.  Most of his family still lives in 

Mexico, and he never has acknowledged to any of those people that he’s homosexual, 

and I was always uncomfortable with that.  Particularly, because we would go and stay 

with his family in Mexico for a month at a time.  We would sleep in the same bed 

together, but it was this thing…cultural thing…religious thing that I’ve found in many 

Catholic families regardless of whether it was in Europe, or Latin America, or the United 

States that, you know, even if you know that somebody is a homosexual it’s never 

mentioned.  They’ll even be accepting of the partner, but they will never acknowledge 

it…never can speak about it.  And I hated that…fucking hated that. 
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JM: Yeah. 

 

WATTERS: That whole thing, I mean, I’m actually still close to Jesse’s family in Mexico.  

When I did my research there a couple years ago I hung out with them, and spent time 

with them…some of his cousins…I used one of his cousins a few times as my research 

assistant.  I correspond to some of the kids by e-mail.  So, I have somewhat of an 

ongoing relationship with them.  So, one of the things when I started dating again, I dated 

a couple people…and a couple I dated…for example I dated this one guy a couple times 

that was East Indian and was living here.  And when we were talking he said he wasn’t 

out to his family, and my….just as soon as I heard that, I thought I’m not doing that again.  

I’m not gonna be with someone that is not out with their family.  I mean I don’t care what I 

feel for someone, it just precludes me from spending more time with them.  I noticed that 

that came up because it was another one of these things that I did not like…the 

disconnect.  So, when I met Tim…one of the things I knew about Tim was that he was 

completely out with his family.  And we are very close with his family.  And so, now both 

of our families we can be open with.  Uh, it was his family…he’s much closer to his family 

than I am to my family.  And, um…I was very close to the generation of my family that 

have all died off, or were dying off right about the time I met Tim.  I called them the Old 

Birds.  Now with Jesse, we were very open and all these old people in their eighties and 

nineties, unfortunately Tim didn’t get to know but a couple of those people.  They’re all 

dead now.  But, I never had … I explained early on that I was raised in the home of my 

Grandmother, so there was a whole different generation I was close too.  I don’t have the 

same kind of intimate family relationship with others in my family, in the same way that I 

did.  It feels more like an obligation, you know…kind of the mechanics of my family.  So, 

we end up now spending a lot of time with Tim’s family.  You know, every week we 

spend time with his family, and we see his siblings all the time.  About two or three years 

ago they had a family photo, and I was in the photo.  And now the big thing is on 

Memorial Day they’re having another family photo with the first Grandchild, so we’ll do 

another one.  They display it prominently in their house.  It was a big thing when Tim 
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came out for his whole family.  It was a very different experience than I had, although we 

were both open with our families.  But that’s really nice because it’s clear that I’m 

included in all that.  So, we have a very strong relationship now and for many years.  The 

other thing I need to say is that Tim is twelve years younger than me. So, I’m actually 

closer to his mother’s age than I am to his age.  So…the other thing that I wanted to say 

was that…um…about the marriage thing.  In my world’s view, I had never wanted to…I 

always wanted to be my own person and I never wanted to assimilate or mimic other’s 

sexuality.  So, I’m very clear that that is a product of the more radicalized queer 

perspective.  Like the early queer perspective that we were talking about.  You know, 

that when queer started to have a voice, like we’re not gonna play by your rules, we 

don’t want to mimic your institutes, we’re not looking for permission from your 

organizations for validity, and I am very much…mostly my own person…but you know, 

when I think of the queer community that was the first thing that I began to relate to.  The 

kind of more radical, queer, in your face.  So, my politics very much line up with that.  So, I 

think in that world, the idea, in its purest form, that we want permission from you for our 

relationships is like…Fuck You…you know.  So, the idea of marriage is something that I’m 

opposed to. 

 

JM: What about civil union, since it gives you that protection of insurance and other 

rights? 

 

WATTERS: Yes, so the reason I brought a reference to Tim’s age, is because he was 

brought up to where his social awareness as a gay person is completely different than 

mine.  You know, the next big groups were not, they didn’t grow up with all that AIDS 

stuff, they didn’t see it.  That they, they didn’t see it in the sense that they were gonna die 

from it, and they didn’t see the people dying in the streets.  And people were dying in the 

streets from AIDS when I came out…I mean I came out in 1981, and those were when 

some of the first cases started happening.  You would go into the gay community, less so 

in the northwest, but like I said…there still were people dying.  You saw sick people in the 
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streets.  So, I lived through that, then I lived through the radicalized Queer Nation, which I 

most related to.  He did not have that, so for him, his views are very different, and it has 

been difficult for us to reconcile these two views.  For him, he is very interested in being 

afforded all the same rights and privileges of mainstream society.  And, um…now I want 

those same rights and privileges also, but I have a different view of them.  So, when 

marriage became a possibility, he would have liked to get married.  And, I actually got 

pressure from his parents for us to go do that.  And, I resisted and it was a tense time in 

our relationship, because I refused to participate in that.  I’m opposed to that.  Now, what 

we did do, is that when I … in 2003…when I left OEA, I had insurance for a few months 

and he was working at OHSU then, and I could get covered by his insurance.  So, we did 

go to the county and registered as domestic partners.  We did not get married, but we 

registered as domestic partners.  Now, I can’t remember when we did that if they were 

still letting people get married or not, but it was after all that had started.  I think they had 

just invalidated all the marriages then…but anyway, we did not take advantage of the 

marriage thing.  We got the certificate so simply…we could demonstrate that in the eyes 

of his employer we met this criteria of domestic partner.  Clearly we think of each other 

as domestic partners, and subsequently we bought a home together and all of that.  I 

mean we own this home together.  An you know, then when he…we were both grad 

students, he went to OHSU, I was put back onto his insurance at OHSU.  Then Intel, 

which would also let me cover him…it’s cheaper for us to be separate right now.  So, we 

both have our own insurance, with mine being a fixed term insurance at Intel, and then I’ll 

go back on his at OHSU.  So, I want all those same uh…rights and privileges, and I am 

very excited about the recent legislation which is brand new.  I don’t even know about 

it…I mean I know it happened but don’t have any of the details.  I keep getting all these e-

mails from human rights campaign, but no-one has sent me the specifics of what this 

entitles me to.  But, I am now…we are now protected and we need to find out whether we 

need to re-register.  I don’t think it’s effective until January, but we should now have the 

same rights in Oregon as married couples for property … is what I understand it to be.  

The taxes I don’t know. 
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JM: I don’t know either… 

 

WATTERS: So, this is my view of things, which is not the mainstream view.  I am not 

interested in being married to Tim or anyone else, I am not a member of a religious 

community.  And, I believe marriage is a religious institution.  I think people should get 

married if they want to get married, but I think that it is wrong that we have … I think it’s 

wrong that we continue to have our civil status determined by a religious institution.  So, 

because I view marriage as something that takes place in the church, as under the 

parameters of what a religious tradition, and a religious union is…which is all the reasons 

why they won’t extend marriage to us by the way…because god says it’s between a man 

and a woman.  So, I think it’s wrong that we continue to utilize that religious institution, 

that religious to determine our civil status.  For homosexuals, and for heterosexuals, and I 

think I’m not willing to spend one cent, or one ounce of energy on gay marriage.  But I 

would spend time on reworking our civil status laws so that if you’re going to have a 

couple’s status, where you are able to acknowledge your relationship and file jointly, and 

all those other kinds of things, that is a status for homosexuals and heterosexuals that is 

separate from the institution of marriage.  And I think, then if that was true for everybody, 

it has been…all polls say that this law in Oregon is proof that society is not opposed to 

gay and lesbian same sex partnerships being extended the same rights as anyone else.  

Overall, the American people are not opposed to that, and in some areas overwhelmingly 

support it.  What it gets down to is they do not want it to be this institution of marriage.  I 

think that if some group or some religious, or some religious tradition does not want to 

have same sex couples…that they’re entitled to that.  That is not a compulsory thing.  If I 

don’t wanna, um…I think that if somebody wants to be a Catholic, and the Catholic faith is 

based on these heterosexual norms and want to preserve that, that’s fine…they can do 

that.  Or weigh amongst themselves and fight about it.  But, I don’t see it as my world to 

go in and change their traditions.  They need to figure that out for themselves.  And I feel 

really strongly about that.  I feel that about every other people.  I mean, if I wanted to get 
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married in a church…lots of churches do that.  There are many mainstream churches and 

smaller churches that would marry me…and I think if gays want to get married they 

should go get married in those churches.  But, I don’t think it should have anything to do 

with our civil status.  And that view is not a widely accepted view by gays at all.  And my 

boyfriend does not support that.  So anyway, I think that domestic partnerships are what 

we should all have.  If you want a marriage in the church that’s fine…just don’t mix it up 

with government. 

 

JM: Well I really enjoyed this, I’m glad you agreed. 

 

WATTERS: Yeah, I enjoyed it too. 

 

[End of Interview] 
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